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Box 1, Folder 4  Computer program. July 21, 1975.
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Box 1, Folder 6  Black 3-ring binder
Box 1, Folder 6  Computer program by CHI for USC-ISIB, Nov. 4, 1975.
Box 1, Folder 6  Computer program by CHI for USC-ISIB, Nov. 4, 1975.
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| Box 5, Folder 2 | BWL. "MPS." n.d. |
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| Box 5, Folder 3 | POPEK and KLINE. UCLA Computer Science Dept. "Veritable Secure Operating System Software." Published in AFIPS conference proceedings, Vol. 43, 1974. |
| Box 5, Folder 3 | LPD. "WYLBUR and TENEX from another viewpoint." Journal doc. #9919. Apr. 20, 1972. |
| Box 5, Folder 3 | WHP. Evolving design to allow command backup in NLS. Feb. 22, 1972. |
| Box 5, Folder 3 | Computer program. Nov. 12, 1975. |
| Box 5, Folder 3 | Computer program. Nov. 12, 1975. |
| Box 5, Folder 3 | Computer program. Nov. 12, 1975. |
| Box 5, Folder 3 | Computer program. Nov. 12, 1975. |
| Box 5, Folder 3 | Computer program. Nov. 12, 1975. |
| Box 5, Folder 5 | DCE. Notes on back-delete operations. Aug. 28, 1975. |
| Box 5, Folder 5 | ALLEN, ASHCROFT, and FLORENTIN. "Inferences from formal language definitions." n.d. |
| Box 5, Folder 5 | BURGE. IBM. "Functions for Parsing." n.d. |
| Box 5, Folder 5 | WEGNER. "Notes for a lecture on 'Theories of Semantics." Symposium on Programming Languages Definition, San Francisco, August, 1969. |
| Box 5, Folder 7 | BEALS, LaFRANCE, NORTHCOTE. "Automatic generation of Floyd Production Production Syntactic Analyzers." n.d. |
| Box 5, Folder 7 | SCHNEIDER. "Some syntactic methods for specifying extendible programming languages." |
| Box 5, Folder 7 | McGOWEN. "On the equivalence of mechanical evaluation strategies." n.d. |
| Box 5, Folder 7 | PRATT. "Semantic modeling by hierarchical graphs." July 1969. |
| Box 5, Folder 8 | NIEVERGELT and IRLAND. "NUCLEOL as a formal system." |
| Box 5, Folder 8 | WHITNEY and MOOERS. "Formal definition of the scan algorithm of the TRAC T-64 language." July 1969. |
| Box 5, Folder 8 | PINE and SCHWEBPE. "Fortran language anticipation and prompting system." Reprinted with permission from the Proceedings ACM73 Annual Conference. August 1973. |
| Box 6, Folder 1 | "MPS free storage package." Jan. 2, 1974. |
Box 6, Folder 2 JGM and Satterthwaite. Xerox-PARC/SRI. "Debugger meetings and specifications." Sept. 4, 1972.
Box 6, Folder 2 "MPS segmentation machinery." n.d.
Box 6, Folder 2 MPS debugger documentation. Feb. 25, 1974.
Box 6, Folder 2 Suggestion for organization of NLS software people. Dec. 29, 1971.
Box 6, Folder 3 CML documentation. Nov. 21, 1973.
Box 6, Folder 3 "Modular Programming Language (MPL)." n.d.
Box 6, Folder 3 Computer program: procedures to perform externally callable display functions in the NSW frontend, definition of display data structure. Sept. 18, 1975.
Box 6, Folder 6 WHITE. SRI-ARC. "Procedure call protocol, version two." Nov. 22, 1974.
Box 6, Folder 7 SRI-ARC. "Format library." SRI ARC 25764. Mar. 6, 1975.
Box 6, Folder 7 Window user interface documentation. Jan. 28, 1976.
Box 6, Folder 7 RWW. "Comments on strategies to support an integrated SPF." July 25, 1973.
Box 6, Folder 7 "Online team environment." SRI-ARC plans. June 8, 1972.
Box 6, Folder 7 Announcement for meeting about short-term military use of software.
Box 6, Folder 7 Meeting notes for FORUM conference for the Software Production Facility group.
Box 6, Folder 7 Network Graphics Group folder:
Box 6, Folder 7 Letter to JGM, PADLIPSKY from E. Harslam, RAND Corp., re. graphics programs over network.
Box 6, Folder 7 COTTON. "Network graphic attention-handling." Apr. 5, 1972.
Box 6, Folder 7 LPD. Xerox-PARC. "DEC PDP-10 -- IMLAC communucation system." RFC #190, NIC #7135, July 13, 1971.
Box 6, Folder 7 PELTAN. Mit-Project MAC. "Hardware status of the MIT MAC - DM/CG/CN IMLAC displays." Aug. 16, 1971.
Box 6, Folder 7 MOORER. "DPY - a device independent graphics package." SU-AI. Operating note No. 63. Nov. 12, 1970.
Box 6, Folder 7 BAUMGART. "GEOMED - a geometric editor."
Box 6, Folder 7 Memo re. "graphics hardware, software, and representations currently in use at SU-AI..." n.d.
Box 6, Folder 5 JGM. "Muddle graphics." June 1971.
Box 6, Folder 5 Network graphics meeting. Schedule of events.
Box 6, Folder 5 CROCKER. "Proposal for a network standard format for a data stream to control graphics display." NWG/RFC #86, NIC 5631, Jan. 5, 1971.
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**Box 7, Folder 5**
- **McCONNELL.** "Response to RFC #86, Proposal for network standard format for a graphics data stream." NWG/RFC #125, NIC #5841. Apr. 18, 1971.
- **McCONNELL.** NWG/RFC #126, NIC #5842. Apr. 18, 1971.
- **McCONNELL.** "Device independent graphic display description." NWG/RFC #177, NIC #7102. June 15, 1971.
- **Postel and CERF.** "UCLA-Computer science graphics overview." NWG/RFC #175, NIC #6852. June 8, 1971.
- **McCONNELL.** "Device independent graphic display description." NWG/RFC #177, NIC #7102. June 15, 1971.
- **Postel and CERF.** "UCLA-Computer science graphics overview." NWG/RFC #175, NIC #6852. June 8, 1971.

**Box 7, Folder 6**
- **ANDREWS, LEHTMAN, and WHP.** "Tree Meta -- a metacompiler for the Augmentation Research Center." Preliminary draft.

**Box 7, Folder 7**
- **FAIRBAIRN.** "Terminal system/character generator interfaces." Inter-office memo, Xerox-PARC. April 4, 1972.
- **"Experimental character generator." c1971.**
- **BWL, JGM, and Satterthwaite.** "Abstract for 'On the transfer of control between context.'" n.d.
- **"Notes about running standalone L|0 programs." Oct. 11, 1972.**
- **"CML final report." Feb. 25, 1975.**
- **"TENEX NCP Finite state machine for connections." TENEX memo no. 155. RFC #689, NIC #32656, May 23, 1975.**
- **"Appendix C" to unknown document. p. C - 1-9.**
- **"ISI Video terminal system software proposal." Draft.**
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**Physical Description:** 25 March, 1971.
| Box 7, Folder 11 | "Preliminary design of new NLS file system..." Dec. 29, 1971. |
| Box 7, Folder 12 | "Preliminary design of new NLS file system which allows backlinks, comments, archiving, and serves as a base for implementing sets." Jan. 20, 1972. |
| Box 7, Folder 12 | "Statement property lists." An approach to provide a property list data structure with each statement in an NLS file. June 1, 1971. |
| Box 7, Folder 12 | WHP. "Basic file system." Mar. 2, 1972. |
| Box 7, Folder 12 | "Some basic concepts in software support of graphics consoles in a timesharing system." May 13, 1971. |
| Box 7, Folder 13 | LPD and BWL. "Input protocol." Inter-office memo, XeroxPARC, July 5, 1972. |
| Box 7, Folder 13 | LPD and BWL. "Design notes for video terminal display (VTS) display software." Inter-office memo, Xerox-PARC, May 25, 1972. |
| Box 7, Folder 13 | DUVALL. Memo describing the user characteristics of the VTS. June 19, 1972. |
| Box 8, Folder 1 | SRI Intercom. no. 251 (Apr. 11, 1975). |
| Box 8, Folder 1 | "Proposed specification of Inter-site message protocol." July 8, 1975. |
| Box 8, Folder 1 | "Network Information Center and computer-augmented team interaction." SRI-ARC. RADC-TR-71-175, June 1971. |
| Box 8, Folder 2 | "Thinking man's computer may revolutionize job habits." SRI Reprints of selected news items. no. 10-1972. |
| Box 8, Folder 3 | ANDREWS, CHI, POGGOI, RWW. SRI-ARC. "User interface system for a computer network marketplace." Nov. 15, 1976. |
| Box 8, Folder 5 | ANDREWS, BOLI, POGGIO. SRI-ARC. "Introduction to the frontend." Jan. 5, 1977. |
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